Meeting Minutes March 2015
This was a business meeting held at the Byfield Library.
Peg posted to Facebook that her second hip operation was complete and that Peg was now in
Rehab. Get well Peg but don't push it!

Weavers Tales
The meeting started with Margaret discussing the history of shuttles and showing some antique
examples.
Kathie Kelleher followed up with a tip; some small plastic clips that she uses with her heddles.

Treasurer's Report
Vicki, our long time treasurer reported that at the end of the year we are still well in the black.
Dues for next year's membership will be collected at next months meeting. $25 in cash can be
put in an envelope with your name on it, or a check for that amount can be written to 'Vicki
White'.

Officers for 2015/16
Many people came forward to fill jobs for next year but there are still some openings. Hopefully
all positions will be filled by the end of April's festive meeting.

Future Events
Margaret reported that the May meeting will be a presentation on wheat weaving. The presenter
will also be running the artisan show at the Unitarian Church this December 2015 and she has
suggested that guild members might like to share a table to sell their works. This will be
discussed at the May meeting.

Show and Share
The Show and Share table contained many beautiful works by several of our members! A
drawing was done from names of people who have 'shown and shared' over the course of the
year. Ted, Sandra and Vicki were winners receiving great gifts.

Presentations
In the last segment of the meeting Terry gave a presentation on Librarything and Ted gave a
presentation on access and use of the Nobo web site.

Terry gave a live demonstration of Librarything including:
• Searching
• Tagging
• Signing Out
There was a brief discussion on the use of the sign out feature. Terry will consider using the
sign out system to bring books members have requested to the next scheduled meeting.
Terry's handout is linked with these minutes
Ted's presentation included the name of the site, viewing contents and then how to post content
including adding images. Members ability to post depend on the role of the member.
Ted's handout is linked to these minutes.

